Statement of Political & Public Policy Involvement

Policy Owner: Global Government Affairs Lead

Purpose:

The purpose of this policy is to describe GlobalFoundries’ (GF) approach to political and public policy engagement.

Scope:

This policy applies to all GF employees.

Policy:

Overview of Governance and Approach

GF’s Government Relations team leads the company’s political and legislative activities, adhering to the highest ethical standards and consistent with our GF Worldwide Standards: Code of Conduct and all applicable laws and regulations. In the U.S. and other nations, we engage at the federal and state/regional levels of government to share GF’s perspective and advocate for public policies that advance our business interests and align with our company values and ESG goals.

Public policy topics important to GF include manufacturing secure chips; advancing manufacturing; investment in semiconductor manufacturing and innovation; creating more resilient and responsible supply chains; environmental sustainability and combating climate change; social equity; workforce development; diversity, equity, inclusion and belonging; tax law; and intellectual property protections.

Philosophy on Political Contributions

Globally, we do not make direct contributions to political candidates. Our company collaborates with trade groups, coalitions and other organizations on policy objectives that align with our global mission and values.
**Lobbying Activities**

Across our global footprint, we work with governments, organizations and other stakeholders to discuss policy positions for our company, our customers and our communities. We engage with our stakeholders to promote policies that support our global mission of enhancing humanity through technology solutions.

In the U.S., we disclose our lobbying activity as required by law, and file required reports in accordance with applicable regulations. We report our U.S. lobbying activities and expenses on a quarterly basis. The reports can be found in the Senate’s Lobbying Disclosure Act Database. Outside the U.S., we similarly follow all national laws and regulations regarding the disclosure of our political engagement and lobbying activity.

**Collaboration with Industry Association**

Through our participation and leadership in industry trade associations, we gain valuable insight into the economic, social, and environmental trends that affect our business. These groups include the Responsible Business Alliance (RBA), Semiconductor Industry Association (SIA), the European Semiconductor Industry Association (ESIA), Singapore Semiconductor Industry Association (SSIA), the World Semiconductor Council (WSC), the Global Semiconductor Alliance (GSA), Semiconductor Equipment and Materials International (SEMI), and ZVEI (a leading German electronics trade association). These associations engage in a wide variety of public policy matters ranging from technology, trade, responsible business and environmental policy, to promoting STEM education and the adoption of energy-efficient technologies.

**Review, Transparency and Enforcement**

Discussing and being apprised of the Company’s position on issues related to corporate social responsibility, public policy and philanthropy is one of the main duties of the GF Board of Directors.

Per the GF Worldwide Standards: Code of Conduct, GF involvement with any form of political or electoral activity (including contributions to parties, candidates, or initiative or referendum campaigns) must be handled by the Government Affairs department and approval of the General Counsel is required.

Personal political or electoral activity by employees, such as support of local candidates or donations to candidates running for office, may be appropriate but it must be within the laws of the jurisdiction where the employee resides, carried out on the employee’s own time and in no way involve or be seen to involve GF.
Suspected unlawful activities or violations of the Code of Conduct can be reported through the GF Ethics First Helpline. The Helpline is available 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Concerns can be reported through the Ethics First Helpline anonymously, as permitted by applicable laws.
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